ABSTRACT This paper derives a new maximum correntropy divided difference filter (DDF) to address the heavy-tailed measurement noise induced by non-Gaussian measurements in cooperative localization of autonomous underwater vehicles. By integrating the advantages of both the DDF and the maximum correntropy criterion, the proposed filter exhibits localization accuracy and robustness to address the heavy-tailed impulsive noise. The proposed maximum correntropy DDF has been tested through a lake trial. Experimental results indicate the superior performance of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate localization of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) considered a key technology to improve the efficiency of AUV missions [1] , [2] . Without the global positioning system (GPS) reference in underwater environment, AUV has to rely on inertial navigation system (INS) whose positioning error is unbounded increasing over the time. In order to achieve bounded-error positioning, an acoustic range measurement based cooperative localization has been proposed in recent years [3] - [5] . In this scheme, only a small quantity of AUVs or mobile surface vehicles are equipped with highaccuracy navigation systems, and they can be regarded as the leader or master. The other AUVs equipped with lowaccuracy dead-reckoning (DR) systems receive the relative range measurements through acoustic modems on board, and the measurements are combined with their own DR information to improve their position estimates. The cooperative solution can obtain bounded localization errors [6] , [7] .
To handle the nonlinear system model of cooperative localization, several suboptimal filtering algorithms have been developed. The primary one is the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [8] - [11] . Although EKF has been used widely, it has several deficiencies including the crude approximation and it may experience divergence when the filtering problem exhibits highly non-linear characteristics [12] , [13] . Nørgaard et al. [14] have developed a so-called divided difference filter (DDF), which adopts an alternative linearization method called divided difference approximation of derivatives based on Stirling's interpolation formula. DDF does not need to calculate the Jacobian matrices and can easily achieve second-order solution by using polynomial approximations. Both the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) and DDF are known as sigma-point Kalman filter, which generate a finite number of sigma points about the mean based on varying the covariance matrix along each dimension. But the DDF has been proved to produce a better covariance by guaranteeing a higher order terms than series expansion of the UKF [14] - [16] .
However, the DDF, like other Gaussian approximation filters, is proposed based on the process and measurement noises are Gaussian distributions. And the standard DDF may fail when the measurement error statistics follow heavy-tailed non-Gaussian probability distribution. In practical cooperative localization, the acoustic range measurements are characterized by contaminated Gaussian noise due to the propagation loss, Doppler effect and multiple acoustic propagation paths [17] , [18] . So it is essential to develop filtering approaches for cooperative localization that are robust to measurements whose noise deviations from the assumed Gaussian distribution. One approach is the Huber filter [19] - [21] , which is a combination of minimum l 1 and l 2 norm estimator. However, the influence function of Huber's robust methodology doesn't redescend, which may deteriorate the performance. To deal with large outliers, the maximum correntropy criterion has been proposed by using the information from higher-order measures instead of the commonly used second-order measures information [22] - [25] . It contains both second-order and higherorder statistics. Recently, the Kalman type filters based on MCC for heavy-tailed impulsive noises have been proposed [24] , [26] - [28] .
In this paper, to better address the heavy-tailed nonGaussian noise induced by the measurement outliers in cooperative localization of AUVs, a new robust filter called maximum correntropy divided difference filter (MCDDF) is derived. The Stirling's interpolation formula is applied in time update which can improve the estimation accuracy when the system and measurement equations are highly nonlinear. A linear regression model under MCC is used in measurement update to provide robustness against deviations from Gaussianity.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematics models of cooperative localization and a short review of the MCC are introduced. In Section 3, the MCDDF algorithm is derived. In Section 4, the performance of the proposed algorithm and existing state-of-the-art algorithms is tested in the actual lake-water field trial. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. COOPERATIVE LOCALIZATION USING RANGE MEASUREMENTS
In this section, a master-slave cooperative localization framework is used, and the master AUV serves as a communication and navigation aid (CNA). The master AUVs are equipped with high-precision navigation suite. Meanwhile, the slave AUVs only have low accuracy dead-reckoning (DR) composed by pressure sensor, Doppler velocity log (DVL) and compass. By communicating with the master AUVs using the acoustic modems on-board, the slave AUVs can acquire the range measurement to the master AUVs and the accurate position of the master AUVs periodically. An accurate onboard depth sensor is usually equipped on AUVs and CNAs that the depth of AUVs can be measured precisely through it [17] , [29] , [30] . Therefore, the three-Dimensional (3-D) navigation problem is converted into the 2-D navigation problem. The state-space model of the slave AUVs is represented as follows [8] 
where x i (k) and y i (k) denote the east and north components of the ith slave AUV position at discrete time k. Y i (k) is the relative range between AUV and CNA. t is the DR sampling period.v i (k) andŵ i (k) are respectively the forward and starboard velocities of the ith slave AUV provided by the DVL.θ i (k) is the heading angle measured by the compass and the symbol (·) denotes the measures value.
T is the position of the master AUV at time k.
T and δ i (k) represents the process noise and the measurement noise, respectively.
According to the dynamical system model given in equation (1)(2), the discrete-time equation of the cooperative localization system can be written as [6] 
where the state transition matrix F = I 2 , I 2 represents a 2-dimensional unit matrix, the control input is
, and
is the measurement function. The position of the slave AUV is
In this paper, the process noise vector ω(k) and measurement noise δ(k) are mutually uncorrelated, with zero mean values and covariance matrices
Correntropy is a generalized similarity measurement between two random variables. Given two random variables X , Y ∈ R with joint distribution function F XY (x, y), the correntropy is defined by [31] 
where E is the expectation operation, and κ (·, ·) denotes a positive definite Mercer kernel function. In this paper, the kernel function is chosen as the Gaussian kernel
where σ > 0 is the kernel bandwidth. The joint distribution function F XY (x, y) is unavailable for the limited amount of data obtained in the practical application of cooperative localization, and the correntropy can be estimated by a sample estimator using N data pointŝ
where
is the N sample point of the joint distribution function F XY (x, y).
When a Taylor series expansion is applied to the Gaussian kernel, we havê
It can be seen from the above equation that the correntropy information contains the weighted sum of all even order moments of the error variable e = X − Y . The kernel bandwidth σ appears as a parameter weighting the second order and higher order moments. The correntropy is used to measure the similarity of two random variables within the neighborhood controlled by kernel bandwidth σ . Once the value of the kernel bandwidth σ increases, higher-order terms will decay significantly, and the second-order term dominates. This property is useful for reducing the negative effects of outliers or impulse noise.
III. MAXIMUM CORRENTROPY DIVIDED DIFFERENCE FILTER
In this section, we proposed a new filter combine the MCC and DDF to address the non-Gaussian signals appeared in underwater cooperative localization of AUVs. The MCDDF consists of time update and measurement update. The time update equations use the Stirling's interpolation formula to taken a weighted means and covariance. The measurement update equations are derived based on MCC which could provide robustness against deviations from non-Gaussian distribution noise.
A. TIME UPDATE Consider the discrete linear state equation described by equation (3), the corresponding implementation flow of time update is the same as standard Kalman filter, which is given as follows [32] 
First, we will introduce the following two square-root decomposition operators using the Cholesky decomposition method
where P(k|k − 1) is the state prediction error covariance matrix, S X (k|k − 1), S δ (k − 1) are the Cholesky factor of the matrix P(k|k−1), R(k−1), respectively. Note that, the process noise covariance matrix Q(k) and the measurement noise covariance matrix R(k) can be calculated in advance. The predicted error covariance matrix P(k|k − 1) need to be continuously updated and corrected in the filtering process. Consider the measurement equation is nonlinear, four temporary matrices contained divided differences are defined as [14] S (1)
where the superscripts (1) and (2) denote the first-order and second-order divided differences, respectively. h represents the selected interval length and usually set to √ 3 for Gaussian probability distribution [33] . The jth column of S X (k|k − 1) is denoted as s X ,j (k|k − 1), and the jth column of S δ (k) is referred to as s δ,j (k − 1).
The measurement predictionŶ (k|k − 1) can be obtained bŷ
where n X and n δ are the dimension of the state and the measurement noise vector, respectively.
B. MEASUREMENT UPDATE
To improve the robustness of the DDF, we can make use of the MCC technique to provide robustness against deviations from Gaussianity. A linear regression state model is being used based on MCC to perform measurement updates. First, the state prediction error can be expressed as
And define the statistically linear approximated measurement matrix as [14] H (k) = S
(1)
where S
YX (k|k − 1) and S X (k|k − 1) could be calculated using (14) and (12) .
Then the measurement equation (4) can be approximated by [34] 
Further considering the measurement equations, we can reorganize a linear regression model:
Define the second term on the right hand in equation (22) as
where S(k) is the Cholesky factor of E ξ (k)ξ T (k) . Multiplying S(k) −1 on both sides of (22), we get the following equation
Define a cost function based on the MCC According to the nature of MCC, the best estimate of the state can be obtained when the cost function is maximum
where e i (k) denotes the ith element of e (k) given by
The optimal solution of X (k) can be obtained by the following equation
Therefore, we have
According to equation (31) , the optimal solution of (33) could be solved by making use of a fixed-point equation with respect to X (k). Rewrite (33) as [35] , [36] 
And then the fixed-point iterative algorithm can be readily obtained asX
whereX (k) t represents the solution at the ith fixed-point iteration.
The fixed-point equation (33) can be rewritten as follows in matrix form
Then the measurement update of MCDDF is written as [14] S Y (k) = S
The detailed description of the MCDDF is shown in Algorithm 1. The fixed-point algorithm is used to update the posterior estimate of the state. The subscript t refers to the iteration index of the measurement update and the iterative process continues until the criterion function satisfies the following
where ε is a small positive number and it provides a stop threshold.
IV. LAKE-WATER FILED TRIALS
The performances of the MCDDF by using postprocessed data collected in lake-water field testing are shown in this section. There are three vehicles in test, where two vehicles served as master AUVs known as CNAs and the other one VOLUME 6, 2018
Algorithm 1 The Implementation Pseudocode of the Proposed MCDDF
Time update 1. CalculateX (k|k − 1) and P(k|k − 1) using (10) and (11), and calculate S X (k|k −1) by Cholesky decomposition using(12). 2. CalculateŶ (k|k −1) using (14)- (18), and calculate H (k) using (14) and (20) . Measurement update 3. Construct the statistical linear regression model (22) .
Transform (22) into (25) using (24) .
OutputX (k) and P(k)
served as slave AUV. Fig. 1 illustrates the alternate cooperative localization of double CNAs. The two CNAs and the slaver AUV are equipped with underwater acoustic modem S2CR7/17 produced by Evologics. Taking the high-precision real-time GPS position information of the two CNAs as the reference, the two CNAs each send their own precise position and relative distance observation information at 5 s intervals. And the slaver AUV only communicate with one CNA at every step. The DR position of the slaver AUV is derived based on the absolute speed information provided by the DVL and the heading information provided by the magnetic compass. The parameters of the three AUVs used in test are listed in Table 1 .
The range measurement noise is defined as follows:
where (x k , y k ) is the reference position provided by GPS. The measurement noise and its probability density curves are shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that due to the complexity of the underwater environment, the measurement noise is not the standard Gaussian distribution. The performance of existing EKF [37] , DDF [38] , robust Huber based DDF (HDDF) [39] and the proposed MCDDF are shown through filed trials of cooperative localization. The initial state estimationX (0) is provided by GPS. The process noise covariance matric is set as Q(k) = diag (0.5m) 2 (0.5m) 2 and measurement noise covariance matric is set as R(k) = 2m 2 , respectively. In the MCDDF, the parameters are set as h = √ 3, ε = 10 −8 and σ = 2. The tuning parameter of the HDDF is set as γ = 1.3. The proposed MCDDF and the existing filters are coded with MATLAB on a computer with Inter Core i5-3470 CPU 3.20 GHz and 4 GB of RAM.
The average positioning error and the position error are defined in the following equation [40] , [41] Average Positioning Error
where (x k ,ŷ k ) is the estimated position at time step k, and T = 1280s is the experimental time.
The trajectories of CNAs and AUV together with the DR and the proposed filter solution of AUV are drawn in Fig. 3 . This trial lasted 1280s and AUV's total range is 2829m with an average speed of 2.2m/s. From the navigation trajectories of the DR and MCDDF, it can be seen that the DR solution of AUV (magenta dashed line) gradually diverges from the true trajectory (red dashed line). It is because the DR only employs the compass and DVL as a heading and velocity measurement sensor, causing its cumulative error to increase over time. While the trajectory of the MCDDF (blue dashed line) has bounded position errors because it utilize range measurement relative to the CNA for cooperative localization. The average positioning error and the position error of the proposed MCDDF and existing filters are respectively shown in Table 2 and Fig. 4 . Table 2 and Fig. 4 show that the MCDDF has smaller average positioning error and position error than existing filters. The average positioning error from the MCDDF is reduced by 43% at least as compared with the other filters. By using the range measurements from CNAs, the DDF consistently performs much better than the EKF in Fig.4 . It is mainly because DDF uses the differential method of the Stirling interpolation formula to replace the derivative of Taylor's linearization of the nonlinear equation, thereby avoiding the differential operation of the nonlinear equation and has no requirement on the continuity of the function. So the DDF can address the nonlinearity more accuracy than EKF. But large values of position error appear frequently with the DDF since it is specially designed for Gaussian noise, as a consequence, it is sensitive to outliers. The proposed MCDDF has significantly better estimation accuracy than the exciting HDDF methods since the utilized MCC approach can handle outliers better than the Huber method.
We further investigate the effect of the kernel bandwidth. Fig. 5 illustrates the position error of DDF and the proposed MCDDF with different σ values and Table 3 lists the average position error of different σ values. As we known, the kernel bandwidth σ is a key parameter in MCDDF. When the kernel bandwidth is very large, such as σ = 10, the proposed MCDDF achieves almost the same performance as that of DDF. In contrast, with a smaller kernel bandwidth as σ = 1.8, the proposed MCDDF exhibits the smallest average positioning error among all the algorithms. And when σ < 1.8, a too small kernel bandwidth causes the algorithm to be divergent.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new divided difference filter (DDF) is proposed, namely the maximum correntropy divided difference filter (MCDDF). A second-order interpolation formula is used to get the prior estimates of state and covariance matrix VOLUME 6, 2018 while the MCC is applied on the statistical linearization regression model to obtain the posterior estimates of the state and covariance. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed filter performs better than existing filters in terms of robustness and accuracy in the cooperative localization AUVs.
